1989 Porsche 911 "G" - 911 3.2L Clubsport
M637
911 3.2L Clubsport M637

Lot sold

USD 151 814 - 186 848
EUR 130 000 - 160 000 (listed)

Year of manufacture

1989

Drivetrain

2wd

Lot number

152

Drive
Condition

LHD
Used

Location
Fuel type

Petrol

Exterior colour
Car type

Red
Coupé

Description
French title
Chassis n° WPOZZZ91ZKS102565
Engine n° 64K04209
Gearbox n° G5000 2K01236
- Very rare model, only 312 examples made
- Service book, original engine
- The missing link in the RS family
This very rare 911 3.2L Clubsport, option code M637, first registered in April 1989, was delivered new
in Germany as indicated by its maintenance book. Among other options, it is equipped with a 40%
locking differential, a shorter shifter, and front and rear spoilers. Slightly lightened, its weight was
reduced from 1,278kg to 1,179kg with a much more bare cabin, manual windows, a rear seat delete,
a fiberglass floor, a manual heating control and seats with more wrap-around backs. The
accompanying file traces the car history back to 1996 when the car was in France and includes
numerous invoices and two expert reports. Its current owner, well respected in the Porsche
community, acquired the car in 2006. He drove it around 20 000 km and ensured its good
maintenance. This 911 Clubsport now displays just over 151 000 km on the odometer and is in a
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good general state of preservation. Its "Indian Red" finish fits the sporty philosophy of the model and
it had been repainted in the past. The interior is fairly well preserved with no tears on the upholstery
and carpets and headliner are in good shape. The car just received a general service by A.R. Sport
Specialists in La Rochelle and is ready to hit the road. This 911 is particularly rare, as only 312
European left hand drive examples were produced between 1987 and 89. This exclusive 911 which
prefigured the recipe that would be used for all future RS models, is to be collected urgently
For more information and photos: https://www.artcurial.com/fr/lot-1989-porsche-911-32l-clubsportm637-3980-152
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